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Abstract

BACKGROUND
Anesthetic drugs used in labor analgesia also paralyze the bladder muscle by blocking the sacral plexus, thereby affecting maternal postpartum spontaneous urination and increasing the risk of postpartum urinary retention (PUR).

AIM
To analyze the effect of percutaneous electrical stimulation at the Baliao point combined with biofeedback therapy for PUR prevention.

METHODS
We selected 182 pregnant women who received labor analgesia in obstetrics between June 2022 and December 2023. They were divided into the combined therapy group (transcutaneous electrical stimulation of the Baliao point combined with biofeedback therapy) and the control group (biofeedback
therapy alone). The first spontaneous urination time, first postpartum urine volume, bladder residual urine volume, postpartum hemorrhage volume, pre-urination waiting time, PUR incidence, adverse reactions, and the intervention’s clinical efficacy were compared between the two groups.

RESULTS
The first spontaneous urination time after delivery was more delayed (2.92 ± 1.04 h vs. 3.61 ± 1.13 h, \( P < 0.001 \)), with fewer initial postpartum urine (163.54 ± 24.67 ml vs. 143.72 ± 23.95 ml, \( P < 0.001 \)), more residual bladder urine (54.81 ± 10.78 ml vs. 65.25 ± 13.52 ml, \( P < 0.001 \)), more postpartum bleeding (323.15 ± 46.95 ml vs. 348.12 ± 45.03 ml, \( P = 0.001 \)), and longer waiting time for urination (0.94 ± 0.31 min vs. 1.29 ± 0.42 min, \( P < 0.001 \)), in the control group than in the combined therapy group. The control group also had higher PUR incidence (4.65% vs. 15.85%, \( P = 0.016 \)). Both groups had no adverse reactions, but the clinical total efficacy rate of the intervention was significantly higher in the combined therapy group than in the control group (95.35% vs. 84.15%, \( P = 0.016 \)).

CONCLUSION
Percutaneous electrical stimulation of the Baliao point combined with biofeedback can significantly promote postpartum micturition of parturients with labor analgesia, thereby effectively preventing PUR occurrence.

INTRODUCTION
Childbirth is a natural physiological process experienced by most women.
However, severe pain during childbirth often makes this event unbearable for mothers. In recent years, with the continuous development and improvement of anesthesia technology, labor analgesia technology has been widely used in obstetrics because it effectively reduces maternal physical and mental pain, providing humane care. Labor analgesia technology mainly uses epidural anesthesia. However, anesthetics block the sacral plexus, reducing the sensitivity of sphincter function and bladder detrusor function. Consequently, urination disorder or increased bladder residual urine volume occurs, increasing the risk of postpartum urinary retention (PUR). The incidence of postpartum PUR in parturients undergoing labor analgesia is as high as 17.6%[1]. Long-term PUR can cause bladder expansion and filling, resulting in irreversible damage to the bladder detrusor. It also increases the postpartum hemorrhage volume. If urine cannot be discharged normally for a long time, urinary tract infection, hydronephrosis, and pelvic pain[2], which is extremely harmful, easily occur. Traditionally, routine induced urination, specific electromagnetic wave therapy instrument irradiation, neostigmine intramuscular injection, indwelling catheterization, and other measures were used to alleviate postpartum urination disorders, but the effect is slow, and the overall effect is unfavorable[3-4]. Furthermore, urinary disorders can increase the psychological burden of postpartum women. Biofeedback therapy represented by pelvic floor electromyography has recently been used to prevent postpartum PUR[5]. Its principle is to stimulate the afferent nerve fibers in the pudendum or rectum by low-frequency current, regulate parasympathetic submotor neurons, and promote the elasticity and strength of pelvic floor muscle contraction; additionally, this therapy has a positive effect on the recovery of postpartum bladder function and urethral function in
pregnant women. However, biofeedback therapy has a short effect on preventing PUR in parturients with labor analgesia. Therefore, exploring more ideal therapies to prevent PUR has attracted clinical attention.

Researchers are suggested to take advantage of the characteristics of traditional Chinese medicine after finding the cause of the disease, and then treat the patients according to syndrome differentiation. According to the principles of traditional Chinese medicine, PUR belongs to uroshesis and mostly results from bladder injury and adverse air movement. Therefore, stimulating the Baliao point associated with pelvic autonomic plexus in biofeedback therapy may be beneficial. Stimulating the Baliao points aids in dredging water and qi and regulating qi and blood. Hence, this study aimed to evaluate the efficacy of transcutaneous electrical stimulation of the Baliao points combined with biofeedback therapy in preventing PUR in parturients receiving labor analgesia. Its effect was observed and compared with that of simple biofeedback therapy to provide reference for the clinical prevention of PUR in this population.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants

This study included pregnant women who underwent labor analgesia in the Department of Obstetrics at Suzhou Ninth People's Hospital Affiliated to Soochow University (Suzhou Ninth People's Hospital) between June 2022 and December 2023. The inclusion criteria were as follows: (1) age ≥ 18 years, with indications for labor analgesia through epidural block anesthesia; (2) singleton pregnancy with cephalic presentation; (3) gestational age ≥ 37 weeks; (4) voluntary participation with a signed relevant informed consent form.
Conversely, the exclusion criteria were the following: (1) estimated fetal weight of >4,000 or <2,500 g before delivery; (2) concurrent urinary tract infection; (3) gestational diabetes mellitus; (4) coagulation dysfunction; (5) mental illness history; (6) PUR occurrence before delivery; (7) pelvic diseases; and (8) long-term metal instrument implantation.

**Intervention methods**

The control group received biofeedback therapy using a biological stimulation feedback instrument (DS-A; Jiangsu Furui Technology Co., Ltd.) starting from the day the parturient completed the analgesic delivery. In a supine position, the parturient was advised to relax throughout their body while the vaginal electrode was slowly inserted into the vagina. Then, the current intensity was set to a low-frequency current. The maternal contraction movement was guided according to the image feedback of the instrument. Feedback and current stimulation were alternately performed within the maternal tolerance range. The intervention was performed once a day for 20 min each time for two consecutive days.

In the joint group, biofeedback therapy was combined with percutaneous electrical stimulation of the Baliao acupoint. Biofeedback therapy was the same as the control group. In percutaneous electrical stimulation of the Baliao acupoint, a computerized intermediate-frequency transcutaneous electrical stimulation therapy device (B2008-III; Beijing Benao Technology Co., Ltd.) was used. Healthcare providers performing the intervention should first learn the new version of “meridian and acupoint science” [6] to locate the Baliao points. Before treatment, the potential locations of the electrodes were disinfected routinely. Then, an electrode piece was positioned on the acupoint
of the Baihao point and correctly connected with the computerized intermediate-frequency percutaneous electrical stimulation therapeutic apparatus. After the machine was switched on, the therapeutic apparatus was turned into a working state. To achieve patient acceptance without discomfort, the operator adjusted the treatment voltage amplitude according to the maternal tolerance to electrical stimulation. This intervention was conducted once a day, lasting 25 min each time for two consecutive days.

**Observation indicators**

General information included participants’ age, reproductive history, gestational age during delivery, first stage labor duration, second-stage labor duration, third-stage labor duration, and neonatal weight.

Clinical indicators comprised the following: (1) the time of first spontaneous urination after delivery, the first urine volume after delivery, the residual urine volume in the bladder, and the volume of postpartum hemorrhage; (2) the waiting time before urination after the intervention; (3) PUR incidence; (4) adverse reactions during the intervention (skin burns, blistering, etc.). According to the Guidelines for Prepregnancy and Pregnancy Health Care (2018)\(^7\), patients were diagnosed with PUR if they had dysuria occurring within 6 h to 2 days after delivery and needed urinary catheters or other methods to assist urination.

The clinical efficacy of the two interventions was evaluated according to the relevant standards stated in the abovementioned guidelines\(^7\). B-ultrasound examination showed that a bladder residual urine volume of <50 ml indicated that the intervention was markedly effective, wherein the puerperae can spontaneously empty their bladder in one go. A bladder
residual urine volume of 50–100 ml indicated that the intervention was effective, wherein maternal pain caused by bladder distension was alleviated. Furthermore, a bladder residual urine volume of >100 ml was considered invalid, wherein the puerpera still could not urinate spontaneously and still experienced bladder pain. The total efficacy rate was calculated as follows: 
Total efficacy rate = (markedly effective + effective cases) / total cases × 100%.

**Statistical analysis**

Statistical data were analyzed using the SPSS 26.0 software. We employed *t* test for comparing measurement data, which are expressed as the mean ± standard deviation (SD), between the two groups. Count data, which are expressed as percentage (%), were compared by *χ*² test between such groups. A *P* value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

**RESULTS**

**Participants’ demographic characteristics**

Figure 1 illustrates the research framework. Of the 204 enrolled parturients, 22 were excluded, leaving 182 participants for this study. These participants were randomly assigned to the combined therapy group (n = 91) and the control group (n = 91). During the intervention, nine participants had other treatment plans (three in the combined therapy group and six in the control group) and five withdrew for unknown reasons (two in the combined therapy group and three in the control group). As shown in Table 1, age, reproductive history, gestational age during delivery, total labor duration, first stage labor duration, second-stage labor duration, and neonatal weight did not significantly differ between the two groups (*P* > 0.05).
Comparison of clinical indicators between the two groups

As shown in Table 2, the time of the first spontaneous urination and the waiting time for urination were significantly earlier and shorter in the combined therapy group than in the control group ($P < 0.05$). In addition, the combined therapy group had a significantly higher volume of the first postpartum urine ($P < 0.05$) and significantly lesser volumes of bladder residual urine and postpartum hemorrhage ($P < 0.05$) than the control group. Finally, PUR developed in four participants from the combined therapy group and thirteen from the control group (incidence rates: 4.65% and 15.85%, respectively). Thus, the incidence of PUR in the combined therapy group was significantly lower than that in the control group ($\chi^2 = 5.792, P = 0.016$). Meanwhile, both groups reported no adverse reactions.

Comparison of clinical efficacy between the two groups

Table 3 shows that the total efficacy rate of the combined therapy group was 95.35%, which was significantly higher than that of the control group (84.15%) ($P < 0.05$).

DISCUSSION

The ideal method of childbirth analgesia should not only include the alleviation of labor pain but also encourage mothers to actively participate in the delivery process, reduce the impact of childbirth on the fetus, and improve the natural childbirth rate. Labor analgesia aims to reduce the pain threshold during delivery through various methods. During the first stage of labor, the puerpera should rest to gain enough physical strength to complete
the delivery process. Epidural block is a commonly used analgesic method for vaginal delivery and has shown to have a good analgesic effect\[8\]. However, epidural block also blocks the sensitivity of the sacral nerve, directly affecting the function of the bladder detrusor muscle and consequently increasing the risk of postpartum voiding difficulty as well as PUR. PUR can affect uterine contractions and increase vaginal bleeding volume; it can even cause urinary system infections, which can lead to permanent urinary system damage; hence, PUR has a great impact on maternal health\[9\]. Therefore, effective measures must be explored to prevent postpartum PUR in parturients who received labor analgesia.

Biofeedback therapy is a commonly used pelvic floor rehabilitation therapy that helps improve postpartum pelvic floor muscle coordination disorder\[10\]. Its principle is to convert the biological signal that the patient cannot directly feel into a signal that the patient can directly perceive through the instrument; it helps patients feel bladder pressure change more accurately, corrects the wrong urination training, assists the improvement of pelvic floor muscle training, and improves and restores bladder function. Lei et al.\[11\] found that pelvic floor electrical stimulation biofeedback therapy can promote postpartum bladder function sensitivity in parturients, thereby beneficial for preventing postpartum PUR. Therefore, pelvic floor biofeedback therapy combined with pelvic floor muscle electrical stimulation may promote passive contraction of the pelvic floor muscle, achieving the purpose of training patients’ detrusor muscle ability\[12,13\]. This combined therapy has a certain effect on preventing postpartum PUR. According to traditional Chinese medicine, PUR belongs to the category of “urinary incontinence.” The pathogenesis involves poor bladder gasification and obstructed water
channels. The Baliao acupoint is located physiologically and anatomically in the 1st-4th posterior sacral foramen. A posterior branch of the 1st–4th sacral nerve runs inside the foramen; thus, acupuncture may be applied to stimulate sacral nerve conduction. Nerve impulses can be transmitted to the upper urinary center by dredging the meridians to promote the normal contraction and relaxation of bladder sphincter and detrusor\textsuperscript{[14],} Juntong et al.\textsuperscript{[15]} emphasized that electrical stimulation of the Baliao acupoint can increase urination and improve bladder residual urine volume, similar to the results of the current study. Electrical stimulation therapy is a traditional acupuncture treatment scheme derived from traditional Chinese medicine. Its mechanism is similar to that of electroacupuncture. It combines percutaneous nerve stimulation therapy and meridian theory, changing mechanical stimulation to physical therapy with quantifiable current stimulation to trigger systemic reflex mechanism. The current study showed that the time of the first spontaneous urination and the waiting time for urination in the combined therapy group were significantly earlier and shorter than those in the control group. The combined therapy group also had significantly more postpartum urine at first instance and significantly lesser bladder residual urine than the control group. These results indicate that transcutaneous electroacupuncture at the Baliao points can effectively improve further the sphincter function and bladder detrusor function of postpartum women with labor analgesia; it can also promote the recovery of postpartum bladder function and urethral function, thereby reducing the detrusor contraction disorder and improving the complex symptoms of maximum bladder capacity reduction. Likewise, Jiamin et al.\textsuperscript{[16]} inferred that electroacupuncture stimulation of the Baliao points improves the urinary flow rate, bladder urine volume, and residual
urine volume.

If the postpartum maternal urine is excessive and cannot be excreted in time, the bladder will be distended, causing the blood sinus on the placental stripping surface to open, thereby increasing the volume of postpartum hemorrhage\textsuperscript{[17]}. Stimulating the relevant acupoints has been reported to be beneficial in promoting early spontaneous urination and improving the first urine volume after delivery, the bladder residual urine volume, and the postpartum hemorrhage volume\textsuperscript{[18]}. This previous finding is similar to our study results, i.e., stimulating the Baihao point can reduce the volume of postpartum hemorrhage in parturients with labor analgesia. This outcome may be explained by the ability of transcutaneous electrical stimulation of the Baihao point to improve bladder gasification function. This technology also helps speed up maternal self-urination and shorten the waiting time for urination; hence, the urine can be excreted in time, thereby preventing the increase of postpartum hemorrhage caused by bladder expansion. Moreover, transcutaneous electrical stimulation of the Baihao point can dredge postpartum local blood stasis and repair damaged meridians, also resulting in the reduction of postpartum hemorrhage.

Pregnant women with labor analgesia are prone to postpartum urination disorders, including postpartum PUR, which is not conducive to the recovery of a postpartum body\textsuperscript{[19,20]}. Our study results revealed that the combined therapy group had a significantly higher total clinical efficacy rate and significantly lower postpartum PUR incidence than the control (biofeedback therapy alone) group. These outcomes indicate that the scheme of transcutaneous electroacupuncture at the Baihao points can further improve postpartum urination disorders and aids in preventing postpartum PUR in
parturients with labor analgesia. In conventional pelvic floor muscle biofeedback therapy, low-frequency electrodes are inserted slowly into the vagina to stimulate the pelvic floor muscle. This approach can help the parturient correctly locate the anal sphincter, contract the local muscles, exercise the pelvic floor muscle function, and promote the growth of local pelvic floor muscle strength, thereby beneficial for enhancing bladder function sensitivity\(^{21}\). However, merely stimulating the contraction of the pelvic floor muscles through the vagina cannot achieve the targeted point-to-point treatment. Therefore, the effect is slow. Percutaneous electrical stimulation of the Baliao acupoint is a reflexive mechanism therapy combined with meridian theory. Baliao ("caves") resides in the lumbosacral region and belongs to the acupoints on the bladder meridian. Baliao acupoint stimulation can regulate the circulation of qi and blood in the organs and restore bladder opening and closing function, achieving a solid and anti-urinary effect. Moreover, modern medicine believes that the 1st-4th posterior branches of the sacral nerve pass through the posterior sacral foramen of the Baliao acupoint\(^{22}\). Therefore, transcutaneous electrical stimulation of the Baliao acupoint will have the same stimulating effect on the 1st-4th sacral nerve, thereby effectively regulating the contraction amplitude of the detrusor and other urinary muscles, promoting urinary reflex production, shortening the waiting time for urination, and reducing the bladder residual urine volume. In addition, pelvic floor muscle biofeedback electrical stimulation can activate the reflex pathway of the nonautonomous nervous system, inducing the involuntary contraction of the pelvic floor muscles through the anal scintillation reflex. Therefore, when transcutaneous electrical stimulation of the Baliao acupoint is combined with pelvic floor muscle biofeedback
electrical stimulation, the contraction force of the anal sphincter and detrusor muscles is synergistically enhanced via different mechanisms of action, leading to improved coordination of the urinary muscles, further enhancement of the effectiveness of clinical interventions, and prevention of postpartum PUR in parturients undergoing labor analgesia.

Our study has some limitations. First, it is a single-center study with a small sample size. More samples are needed in future studies to confirm the value of the results. Second, labor analgesia in each patient may have different pain properties and accompanying symptoms, which may affect the tolerance of parturients to electrical stimulation and voltage amplitude regulation. Therefore, further exploring the changes in electromyographic evaluation of the combined therapy on parturients is necessary. The application value of this combined therapy in postpartum analgesia should also be further elucidated.

CONCLUSION

Percutaneous electrical stimulation of the Baiiao acupoint combined with biofeedback can effectively improve the first self-urination time, first postpartum urine output, residual bladder urine output, and postpartum hemorrhage, reduce PUR occurrence, and improve the overall effectiveness of clinical intervention in postpartum mothers who received labor analgesia.
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